
Our original colour chart featuring all 136 colours from our full range of Ceramic Matt Emulsion paints.  Ideal for:  As a printed colour chart, this is a 
great option early on for those still unsure of exactly which colour(s) they want to go for.

Sticking with our Ceramic Matt Emulsion, the four ‘Colour Collection Books’ focus on the key areas of:  Neutrals, Greys, Pastels and Colours. Each book 
features quality painted chips giving you a better representation of the colour.  Ideal for:  These are great for those looking to narrow down their search 
for the right  colour(s) within the key ranges of Neutrals, Greys, Pastels and Colours.

‘Your Colour Collection’ is our premium brochure. Taking all of the colours from our ‘Colour Collection Books’ and combining them together into one 
beautiful anthology. Each colour is featured on its own borderless, large and premium card swatch, giving you the truest representation of what the 
colour will look like on your wall.  Ideal for: Great for Interior Designers and Painter & Decorators, as well as those undertaking larger DIY projects.

Our ‘Textured Paint Teaser’ brochure offers a glimpse into our range of feature wall paints, enabling you to imagine the possibilites within your own 
home.  Ideal for:  Those exploring their options for a feature wall but undecided on exactly which direction they wish to go.

Sharazade paint has a textured, touchable finish that shimmers and shines in the light due to its metallic pigments. Perhaps our most popular feature 
wall paint, the ‘Sharazade’ brochure offers a deep dive into this exciting range of 129 colours.  Ideal for:  Those looking to create a feature wall that 
stands out from the rest.  A paint that shimmers in the sunlight through windows and open doorways and one that offers a unique and tactile surface.

Sharazade Lux is from the same family as our Sharazade paint, but comes with a focus on rich and exuberant bronze and gold hues.  Ideal for:  Those 
looking to create a feature wall with the benetifts of our Sharazade paint, combined with the warmth and power of the Lux range.

Setteveli offers a similar textured experience to our Sharazade finish but with a more softer, pearly finish. The brochure showcase all 35 colours from 
the range and, alonside our other feature wall paints, offers a great alternative to wall paper.  Ideal for:  Those who like the idea of adding a tactile finish 
to their feature wall, but prefer a softer, pearly finish compared to the more noticable shimmer found in our Sharazade paint.

Madreperla is another of our feature wall paints that offers something truely special.  The Madreperla brochure features all 43 silky, pearlescent tones 
from the range.   Ideal for:  Those looking to create a feature wall with a smoother, perlescent finish; with an option of adding glitter to any colour to   
enhance its finish.

Which Colour Chart should I choose?
Let’s start with our Ceramic Matt Emulsion. This is our most popular paint and we have seven colour charts in total. Each showcases either 
an entire collection or focuses on a specific range. The ‘Hampshire Heritage collection’ contains printed colour representations, while all the 
other charts feature fully painted chips and swatches throughout.
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Next, we have our feature wall finishes. A total of five colour charts offering something truely special for a standout feature wall. Each     
showcases either an entire collection or offers a taster of what we have to offer. Fully painted chips are used throughout.

Feature Wall Finishes


